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great splendour and apparently of Persian design. Dr.
D. B. Spooner in excavating Pataliputra found, some six-
teen feet below the surface, a wooden floor covered with
a deposit of eight or nine feet of alluvial soil, and over this
a layer of ashes; ashes also filled the holes where once
stone pillars stood in rows. He concludes that a great
fire, followed by a prolonged flood, destroyed this great
structure; and it is interesting to find a very early Buddhist
book putting into the mouth of the Buddha himself a
?
rophecy that 'three dangers will threaten Pataliputra;
re, flood, and dissension among friends'. Is this the
observation of a shrewd mind, noting its position upon
the banks of the river and its wooden structures, or is it
a comment after the event added to the older writing by
a later scribe?
For the rest we do not know much of the artistic achieve-
ment of the early Mauryan era. The coins are crude, and
such sculpture as there is is naive, illustrating Jatakas1
and other folk-lore; as in the Barhut rail preserved at
Calcutta. But we can imagine Indian craftsmen—skilled
jewellers and carpenters—beginning at this time to feel
the influence of the sculptors and builders of Greece
and Persia, and within a short century we find Indians
working in stone with great skill.
Ill
With the enlightened Asoka (274-232 b.c.) dawns
a Golden Age of Indian art, which from now on develops
rapidly. Let us come down two centuries and visit the
great Stupa at Sanchi, one of the most delightful spots in
central India, where skilful archaeology has reconstructed
great works of Buddhist art. They crown a low hill with
wide views over the shimmering Indian plain, and are
a picture-gallery in stone. The great central mound with
its four gateways is especially worthy of close study, and
here we get our first glimpse in art of the stories of the
Buddha and of Asoka. On the eastern gateway, as the
* Birth-stories of the Buddha in fortnfer incarnations.

